Monitor Stand SelecƟon
Sound Anchors oﬀers five stand designs in its range of performance monitor stands. We do this because monitor speakers
come in many sizes, shapes and price ranges. Choosing which one is right for you will depend on the speakers, the rest of your
system and your budget. All Sound Anchor Monitor Stands are custom made so each design can be configured for a wide
range of monitors.

Single Post Stands. Sound Anchor Single Post Stands are our least expensive monitor stands. They are a good
choice for when you want a performance stand for a high value or secondary system. The Sound Anchor
Single Post Stands will support speakers with bases as large as 10”wide x 12”deep and can be made in
heights up to 30”. These stands are available with 3 or 4 spiked feet.

Three Post Stands. Sound Anchor Three Post Stands are our mid‐priced monitor stands. They are a good
choice for when you want more performance than you can get from a single post monitor stand but you
can’t jus fy the cost of four post stands or signature stands. Sound Anchor Three Post Stands are made for
music lovers. They provide performance that will not disappoint. Three point stands are easier to level on
uneven floors than 4 point stands. These stands can be custom made to fit almost any speaker.

Four Post stands. Sound Anchor 4 Post Stands have been the best monitor stands you could buy for many
years. If you are se ng up a statement type system with expensive speakers, electronics and cables you
will want to hear every ny detail. Sound Anchor 4 Post Stands are for the audiophile who enjoys listening
to the details. These stands are heavy and have a large footprint making them very stable. Many decora‐
tors choose this stand for its balanced look. These stands can be custom made to fit almost any speaker.

Signature Stands. Sound Anchor Signature Stands are special versions of our 3 and 4 post stands that use
upright tubes with a 2.25 x larger cross sec on than our standard 3 and 4 Post stands. They oﬀer the high‐
est level of performance and stability for those who demand it. These stands are custom designed for each
applica on.

Adjustable Stands. Sound Anchor Adjustable Monitor Stands are rigid and heavy. They were designed for
studio use and can be found in many of the world’s most famous music, film and broadcast studios. From a
performance, stability and price standpoint they fit right between our 3 and 4 post monitor stands. They
are available in sizes to fit small and medium sized monitors. They are height and lt adjustable from 6” to
56”.

